Dear Partner,
We would like to inform you that we have implemented a new transport
registration system at our site, Szabadegyháza. We aim to improve data flow
from manual traffic registration to digital one.
As a result we kindly ask You to fill a registration form with the necessary data
before the transport vehicle organized by your party is crossing our gate.
HUNGRANA KFT.

The required data:

H-2432
SZABADEGYHÁZA,
IPARTELEP, HUNGARY

-

WWW.HUNGRANA.HU

TEL.:
+36 (25) 578 111
FAX:
+36 (25) 578 112

order/ delivery number

Hauler’s company data – as it is stated on CMR - we need to highlight that
in case the service provider uses subcontractor(s), the last hauler in the chain
must register ref. to CMR clauses
Driver’s data – it can be any official document with a photo (ID card/ driver
license/ passport etc.)

FAX SALES:
+36 (25) 578 113

There are two ways of transport registration:

EMAIL:
INFO@HUNGRANA.HU

1, Anonym

COMPANY REG. NO.
07-09-001129

It’s a quick way of registration, but later on the given data cannot be modified. It
can be useful for those partners who occasionally pick up goods from our site (for
example monthly/ bi-monthly one- two shipments only).
2, As a registered partner
Firstly, the hauler needs to register their company. They get a user name and a
password. It allows the partners to build their own database of means of
transport and drivers. This way they can easily match shipment - truck – driver
combinations, of course they are able to modify/ update truck – driver data in
case it is necessary, before reaching us.
We classify traffic as:
-

inbound/ incoming : raw materials only, not relevant for You

-

outbound/ outgoing: Products of Hungrana, not relevant for You

-

other (which does not carry raw material, neither Hungrana’s product)

We’ve created a web page for handling shipments / registrations:

https://traffic.hungrana.hu
(You can also reach it via our homepage: www.hungrana.hu/contact - traffic
registration)

WWW.HUNGRANA.HU

Here, You can find a video about registration/ functions/ modifications etc., how
to use the page.
In case you have any question or you require support, please contact us
via info@hungrana.hu
We kindly ask you to inform your contracted logistic service providers/ haulers
/partners.
We believe that the registration does not take more than 5 minutes and as a
benefit, it will allow us to speed up our processes.
Thank you for your kind cooperation!

Kind regards,
László Csordás
Logistics and SCM Director
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